24th April, 2020

GROUP NEWS
The various Latin groups, ‘Ego’, ‘Et cetera’, ‘Ergo’, ‘Exempli
gratia’ and ‘Extra’, have released a joint statement…”I, and
the rest, will therefore, be an example, and not go outside”
The ‘Status quo’, ‘Verbatim’, and ‘Per se’ groups also issued
a joint statement…”Yea, what they said”
Regrettably the ‘Impromptu group’ needed more time to
make a decision

The Local History Group is sending out
a Newsletter to their members. The Quiz
Group have had a quiz emailed to them
all. What is your group doing to keep in
touch?
Email dwhiteu3a@gmail.com to let us
know.

Food Suppliers that deliver to our area
The following have been suggested by Trevor
Matthews and Maria Seager. Thank you to them
both.
Parsley Box
https://www.parsleybox.com/menu/
Call free on 0800 612 7225
Metrow Foods
https://www.metrow.co.uk/
Call 01702 510333

Don’t forget I’d still like to hear from you if
you have an interesting story to tell. Please
send anything to Lorna Reeve at
reevelorna@gmail.com

Word Search supplied by Mike Plummer. All
South Essex related. Answers next week.

Thank You.

Try using the first letters of your Christian name to think of words that are important to
you during this time of isolation, and share the results with your friends. For example:
If your name is Martin:
Motivation, Arsenal, Relations, Time, Ideas, Nature

I’d like to be free, walking by the sea
With my eyes on the horizon
But this cannot be
I’d like to visit a wood, I would do if I could
But I’m tied to stay inside
I’m being very good
Complying with the law Need not be a chore
I walk the hall and hit the wall
Have I been here before?
If I don’t walk I’ll get fat, This is where it’s at
Come rain or shine I’m doing fine
Walking round my flat
Rambling up the stair, This kind of hill is rare
Up and down and turn around
Are we nearly there?
Past the window bays, Squeeze behind the chaise
I see I must come back and dust
I’ve not been here for days
Round the table twice the view is very nice
Handy too to have the loo
It’s virtual paradise
Pass the kitchen sink, Stop and have a drink
Cup of tea and biscuit free
Super caff, I think
Reach the bed and stop Scramble to the top
It’s quite a hill to climb, but still
Keep on till I drop
No slippery stones or rocks, no stiles, and no road
blocks
No mud or clay and by the way
I’m walking in my socks
This is this and that is that, we all know where we’re at
I’m doing my bit and keeping fit
Walking round my flat
By Frances Coombs
By Frances Coombs – Wildlife Walks Group

Free Online Courses from Future Learn/Open University:
Click:
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/collections/boredom
-busters

From Dee Gordon – a recent new member
I joined Leigh Estuary U3A a week before the coronavirus outbreak, intending to run the Creative Writing
Group, given my experience as a writer. However, even before I could meet up with potential members,
or attend any events, self-isolation arrived, so here I am typing this instead! This extended solitude does
give the opportunity for any potential members to send me their ideas and thoughts for when eventually
we do start to meet up, or even send me a MS to look over (not a full length novel please!!). Send to
deegordon@btinternet.com and find out more about me at www.deegordon-writer.com. Even
publishing is affected by the coronavirus, incidentally, with the publication of my Little History of the East
End postponed for six months or so, and my contract for Essex Smugglers deferred …
Although best known for my local history books, I have also had a number of poems published, and I
thought I would share one with you …
ON BEING A WRITER – this made second prize in the monthly Writers’ Forum competition in 2005 and
seems particularly appropriate:
This is not how I thought it would be
When I dreamed about being a writer.
Laptop precariously balanced on knee,
With son’s pop music blaring, the blighter.
I thought that the words would just flow readily
When I dreamed about being a novelist.
Not feeding the baby with left hand, unsteadily,
Pen in hand to achieve Brooker grovel-list.
I thought that the family would be more behind me
When I dreamed of being Cookson’s successor.
True – cooking and cleaning do leave the mind free
But the mind needs to be the processor.
I didn‘t think I’d need more than literacy and skill
When I dreamed about telling a story
Or that I’d meet with a lack of support and goodwill
Denying that moment of glory.
It seemed like a life without strains and stress
When I dreamed about being an author
But it transpires that there is extra duress
From publishers: unexpected quarter!
I didn’t know their decisions would take SO long
When I dreamed about that best seller –
The record wait for a “No” is a year, seems so wrong
To reject offspring just like Cinderella.

WARNING
THE FOLLOWING PAGE CONTAINS BLACK HUMOUR ABOUT THE
CORONAVIRUS. IF YOU FEEL THAT THIS IS INAPPROPRIATE, THEN PLEASE
DO NOT SCROLL DOWN ANY FURTHER.

Best wishes,
Ruth and the Team

